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Advance 2.0
Advance 2.0 is our top seller and comes in two versions with stylish accent colours: white or
turquoise. Advance 2.0 relieves and prevents repetitive strain injuries and other problems that
can occur when you use a conventional mouse.

Benefits of Advance 2.0
Advance 2.0 is our top seller and comes in two versions with stylish
accent colours: white or turquoise. A total of six programmable
buttons give you plenty of options for setting up your Mousetrapper
exactly the way you want. Download the MT Keys software, which
lets you easily reconfigure all the button functions, add standard
texts, create user profiles and much more. MT Keys is available for
both Mac and PC. Advance 2.0 has a folding keyboard support,
which makes it equally compatible with new low-profile keyboards
and higher-profile standard keyboards.

Key features
■
■
■
■

■
■
■

Super-slim, ergonomic design
Accent colours in white or turquoise
Control pad with click and scroll functions
6 programmable buttons for customisation to your own needs,
using MT Keys
Replaceable wrist supports
Height adjustment with folding non-slip surface
2000 dpi
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Because Mousetrapper is positioned centrally in front
of the keyboard it encourages an ergonomically healthy
position that keeps your arms close to your body and
your hands near the keyboard.
This helps you avoid and in many cases relieve strain
injuries that can arise from over-stretching your arm,

Mousetrapper’s unique control pad
By placing your index, middle and ring fingers on the roller pad
you can control the cursor with simple movements as the roller
pad moves smoothly in two dimensions. You can also click
anywhere on the roller pad.

Tips for better posture and ergonomics:
■

Adjust your chair so that your feet are supported on the floor
and keep your back straight while you are sitting.

as you do with a conventional mouse. It eliminates the

■

need to stretch beyond the keyboard while using the

Keep your arms close to your body while working.

■

Rest your arms on wrist supports or your desk.

mouse. The wide, cushioned wrist supports also relieve
strain on your neck, shoulders, arms and wrists.

■

■

■

Vary your working position; use a stand-and-sit desk to
alternate between standing and sitting.
Position the screen at a comfortable distance that does not
put strain on your eyes or neck.
Avoid repetitive strain injuries (RSI) by reviewing your
choice of mouse.

Facts
■
■
■
■
■
■

Width: 18.8 inch
Height: 0.8 inch
Depth: 4.3 inch
Weight: 1.4 lbs
Product code: White MT112
Product code: Turquoise MT113

